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Why do we make hasty decisions for short-term gain? Rapid decision-making with limited accumulation of evidence and delay

discounting are forms of decisional impulsivity. The subthalamic nucleus is implicated in inhibitory function but its role in

decisional impulsivity is less well-understood. Here we assess decisional impulsivity in subjects with obsessive compulsive disorder

who have undergone deep brain stimulation of the limbic and associative subthalamic nucleus. We show that stimulation of the

subthalamic nucleus is causally implicated in increasing decisional impulsivity with less accumulation of evidence during probabil-

istic uncertainty and in enhancing delay discounting. Subthalamic stimulation shifts evidence accumulation in subjects with ob-

sessive-compulsive disorder towards a functional less cautious style closer to that of healthy controls emphasizing its adaptive

nature. Thus, subjects with obsessive compulsive disorder on subthalamic stimulation may be less likely to check for evidence (e.g.

checking that the stove is on) with no difference in subjective confidence (or doubt). In a separate study, we replicate in humans

(154 healthy controls) using resting state functional connectivity, tracing studies conducted in non-human primates dissociating

limbic, associative and motor frontal hyper-direct connectivity with anterior and posterior subregions of the subthalamic nucleus.

We show lateralization of functional connectivity of bilateral ventral striatum to right anterior ventromedial subthalamic nucleus

consistent with previous observations of lateralization of emotionally evoked activity to right ventral subthalamic nucleus. We use a

multi-echo sequence with independent components analysis, which has been shown to have enhanced signal-to-noise ratio, thus

optimizing visualization of small subcortical structures. These findings in healthy controls converge with the effective contacts in

obsessive compulsive disorder patients localized within the anterior and ventral subthalamic nucleus. We further show that evi-

dence accumulation is associated with anterior associative-limbic subthalamic nucleus and right dorsolateral prefrontal functional

connectivity in healthy controls, a region implicated in decision-making under uncertainty. Together, our findings highlight spe-

cificity of the anterior associative-limbic subthalamic nucleus in decisional impulsivity. Given increasing interest in the potential for

subthalamic stimulation in psychiatric disorders and the neuropsychiatric symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, these findings have

clinical implications for behavioural symptoms and cognitive effects as a function of localization of subthalamic stimulation.
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Introduction
Why do we make hasty decisions, choosing short-term

gains? Self-control, or impulsivity, is heterogeneous with

decisional and motor subtypes, with overlapping yet dis-

tinct neural networks (Voon and Dalley, 2016). Both

hasty decisions (accumulating limited evidence prior to a

decision) and choosing short term smaller rewards over

longer term larger rewards are forms of decisional impul-

sivity also known as reflection impulsivity and delay dis-

counting, respectively.

The subthalamic nucleus (STN) plays a crucial role in in-

hibitory function mediating the switch from automatic to

controlled responding (Hikosaka and Isoda, 2010). The

STN is uniquely placed as a relay structure within the indir-

ect pathway and receives hyperdirect signals from cortical

regions (Nambu et al., 2002). The STN, similar to parcella-

tion of motor, cognitive and limbic fronto-striatal circuitry,

also shows functional specificity (Haynes and Haber, 2013).

Its causal role can be assessed in patients who have under-

gone STN deep brain stimulation (DBS), which involves high

frequency stimulation via electrodes inserted into grey or

white matter targets to modulate network activity or patho-

logical oscillatory activity. STN DBS targeting the motor

STN is effective for the management of Parkinson’s disease.

STN DBS targeting the limbic and associative STN has also

been shown to be effective in a randomized controlled trial

for obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) (Mallet et al.,

2008).

The STN has been implicated in impulse control and is

most consistently associated with early responding and

lower evidence accumulation in the context of conflict or

competing responses (Jahanshahi et al., 2000; Schroeder

et al., 2002; Frank et al., 2007; Green et al., 2013). STN

DBS also has a mixed effect on response inhibition with

greater impairments as a function of prepotency of response

bias (Hershey et al., 2004), task difficulty (Green et al.,

2013), baseline status (Ray et al., 2009) and early responses

dissociable from a late inhibitory process (Green et al., 2013).

The effects of STN DBS on decisional impulsivity are less

well-understood. Lesions of the STN in rodents decrease

delay discounting (Winstanley et al., 2005; Uslaner and

Robinson, 2006) (improving impulsivity) but STN DBS in

patients with Parkinson’s disease targeting the motor STN

has not been shown to influence delay discounting (Evens

et al., 2015; Seinstra et al., 2016). Here we focus on evidence

accumulation during probabilistic inference, which can be

tested using the Beads in a Jar task (Beads Task). Subjects

view two jars with opposing proportions of coloured beads

and must decide from which jar sequentially displayed beads

are selected. The number of beads selected prior to decision

provides an index of reflection impulsivity. Reflection impul-

sivity using the Beads Task is associated with dorsolateral

prefrontal, parietal and anterior insular function and volu-

metric differences (Stern et al., 2010; Banca et al., 2016).

Patients with Parkinson’s disease who have undergone DBS

targeting the motor STN do not show any differences in

reflection impulsivity tested using the Beads Task compared

to Parkinson’s disease controls (Djamshidian et al., 2013a).

The role of DBS targeting the associative-limbic STN in these

forms of decisional impulsivity is not yet known.

OCD is characterized by obsessions or repetitive intrusive

thoughts and urges leading to compulsions or behaviours

that subjects feel driven to perform. OCD is commonly

associated with impairments in motor impulsivity, specific-

ally impaired response inhibition or action cancellation

after motor initiation, as measured using the Stop Signal

task (Menzies et al., 2007). Other forms of impulsivity are

less consistently observed. Delay discounting was shown to

be enhanced in OCD in one large study (n = 80 patients)

(Sohn et al., 2014) but these findings have not been shown

across all studies (Pinto et al., 2014). OCD patients have

consistently shown enhanced error-related negativity rela-

tive to healthy controls (Gehring et al., 2000; Johannes

et al., 2001) in response to conflict tasks with more vari-

ability in behavioural differences (Ursu et al., 2003;

Fitzgerald et al., 2005; Page et al., 2009; Najmi et al.,

2010; Kashyap et al., 2013; Marsh et al., 2014). This

error-processing enhancement is localized within the rostral

anterior cingulate (Kiehl et al., 2000; Fitzgerald et al.,

2005) with similar enhanced activity also during correct

high conflict trials, suggesting abnormalities in conflict reso-

lution in OCD (Ursu et al., 2003; Endrass et al., 2008). We

have previously shown using the random dot motion task,

enhanced evidence accumulation (longer reaction times or

lower impulsivity) to greater uncertainty or conflict in OCD

on both behavioural and computational modelling (Banca

et al., 2015). In this task, subjects must decide whether

randomly moving dots are more likely to be moving left

or right, thus representing evidence accumulation under

perceptual uncertainty. Using the Beads Task, evidence

accumulated during probabilistic uncertainty has been

shown to be higher in OCD (Fear and Healy, 1997;

Pelissier and O’Connor, 2002), although these findings

are not always consistent (Grassi et al., 2015) or only sig-

nificant after controlling for neuroticism (Volans, 1976).

This tendency to accumulate evidence or check for evidence

has been linked to enhanced doubt or subjective confidence

or uncertainty. Uncertainty (e.g. the possibility of alterna-

tive outcomes) has been suggested to induce OCD subjects
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to gather excessive evidence (e.g. obsessional rumination

and checking) to support their decision. Some (Dar,

2004; Stern et al., 2013) but not all studies (Sarig et al.,

2012; Banca et al., 2014) have shown impairments in

subjective certainty in OCD. Using a delayed matching-to-

sample task with unrestricted choice verification, poor

insight triggered greater checking behaviours in OCD pa-

tients, which indexed uncertainty (Rotge et al., 2008;

Jaafari et al., 2011). OCD subjects have also shown greater

explicit subjective ratings of uncertainty for low but not

higher uncertainty evidence in a probabilistic reasoning

task (Stern et al., 2013).

In the first study, we assess the causal role of the STN by

asking whether STN DBS targeting the associative-limbic

STN in OCD patients is associated with two different

forms of decisional impulsivity: reflection impulsivity or

evidence accumulation using the Beads Task and delay dis-

counting using the Monetary Choice Questionnaire. In the

second separate study in healthy control subjects, we map

resting state functional connectivity of limbic, cognitive and

motor prefrontal regions to the STN based on known

hyper-direct tract tracing studies in non-human primates.

We also ask whether resting state functional connectivity

of anterior associative-limbic or posterior motor STN seeds

to prefrontal regions is associated with decisional impulsiv-

ity. We use a recently developed multi-echo sequence with

independent components analysis (ME-ICA), which en-

hances signal-to-noise ratio for enhanced visualization of

small subcortical structures (Kundu et al., 2013) and

greater sensitivity to functional network measures relative

to single echo (Baek et al., 2016). We hypothesize that DBS

of the anterior associative-limbic STN enhances reflection

impulsivity but decreases delay discounting. We further hy-

pothesize that resting state functional connectivity of the

antero-medial STN is associated with decisional

impulsivity.

Materials and methods

Participants

Study 1

Twelve OCD subjects were recruited from Grenoble University
Hospital, tested on and off DBS and compared with healthy
volunteers. OCD patients (eight females; 41.75 � 7.94 years
old) had undergone bilateral STN DBS 38.1 � 18.8 months
prior to testing. Patient characteristics are described in
Table 1. Before surgery, average disease duration was
18 � 9.2 years, and Yale Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale
(YBOCS) score was 34.3 � 3.2. At the time of the study,
YBOCS baseline score was 20 � 9.1 with a clinical improve-
ment of 41 � 28%. Patients had at least 5 years of treatment-
resistant, severe, disabling OCD before DBS. All patients
underwent STN DBS for at least 5 months prior to the study
(range: 5–71 months). One subject had comorbid Tourette’s
syndrome and another subject had comorbid skin picking. One

subject had a premorbid history of an eating disorder that was
in remission 20 years before surgery.

The OCD subjects were implanted bilaterally with two elec-
trodes 3389 connected to a Kinetra stimulator (Medtronic),
accordingly to the STN DBS protocol already published else-
where (Mallet et al., 2008; Chabardes et al., 2013). The pro-
cedure targeted the antero-medial non-motor part of the STN.
Indirect targeting was defined as 1 mm anterior to the mid-
commissural point, 10 mm lateral from the midline and
4 mm below the AC-PC line. The final target was adapted
laterally according to the visualization of the medial border
of the STN. The antero-posterior coordinates were defined
2 mm anterior to the anterior border of the red nucleus.
Stimulation frequency and pulse width were set at 130 Hz
and 60 ms, respectively; stimulation voltage and activated con-
tacts were adjusted individually to obtain the best clinical
response.

The 24 age- and gender-matched healthy control subjects (16
females; 42.67 � 8.34 years old) were recruited from the
University and community in Grenoble. Subjects were inter-
viewed by a psychiatrist, and screened with the Structured
Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, Version IV, to check the exclusion cri-
teria. Exclusion criteria for healthy volunteers were past or
present serious psychiatric or medical disorders as well as
any psychotropic medications. The research protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Grenoble University
Hospital (ancillary study to protocol N� ID RCB: 2012-
A00490-43). All participants volunteered to participate in the
study and gave written informed consent.

Study 2

Healthy volunteers (n = 154) were recruited from the
University of Cambridge and community-based advertisements
in East Anglia. Subjects aged 18 and over were tested and were
excluded if they had a major psychiatric disorder, substance
addiction, a history of regular or current use of substances,
serious medical illness or were on psychotropic medications,
and screened with the Mini International Neuropsychiatric
Interview (Sheehan et al., 1998).

Subjects provided written informed consent before partici-
pating. Participants were compensated for their time. The
study was approved by the University of Cambridge
Research Ethics Committee.

Study design

Tasks

In both studies subjects completed the same tasks. Reflection
impulsivity was assessed with the Beads Task. Subjects were
shown two jars on the computer screen with opposite ratios of
red and blue beads (P = 0.80; P = 0.20) (Fig. 1). They were
informed of the bead ratio and were told that beads from
one of the jars would be presented one at a time in the
centre of the screen. The drawn beads were shown at the
top of screen to control for working memory effects. The sub-
jects’ goal was to infer from which jar the beads were drawn.
Subjects were free to view as many beads as they wanted
without time limit up to 20 before committing to their deci-
sion. Subjects pressed the ‘Return’ key to view more beads and
the ‘Space bar’ when they were ready to make a decision.
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Following their decision, they then indicated the degree of
confidence that their answer was correct on a visual analogue
scale anchored at ‘Not confident’ to ‘Very confident’ using a
mouse. There was no feedback. Subjects were then informed
that the next block would start. The primary outcome measure
was the number of beads drawn prior to a decision. Other
outcome measures included confidence ratings and objective
probability at the time of decision. There were three blocks
of trials with the same bead order (Banca et al., 2015).

Subjects also completed the Monetary Choice Questionnaire
choosing between small immediate and larger delayed rewards.
The primary outcome measure was the discount parameter K.

Study 1

Patients performed the tasks with STN DBS on and off, in a
randomized double-blind within-subject design over two suc-
cessive days to allow a sufficiently long washout of DBS ef-
fects. Patients were randomized to either one of two arms: on
Day 1, DBS was kept on (switched off) and patients tested 4 h
later; DBS was kept on (off) overnight. On Day 2, DBS was
switched off (on) early in the morning and patients tested 4 h
later. If necessary, patients stayed in hospital both nights. The
DBS control device was manipulated by another investigator to
keep the tester and patient blind. Patients continued their usual

medication during the protocol. Subjects also completed the
Spielberger State Anxiety Inventory both on and off DBS.

Statistical analysis

Data were inspected for outliers [43 standard deviation (SD)
from group mean] and normality of distribution using Shapiro-
Wilkes test. Although the number of beads accumulated was
normally distributed, the delay discounting measure was not
normally distributed; non-parametric tests were used for all
parameters. Related samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was
used to compare on and off DBS; independent samples Kruskal
Wallis test was used to compare more than two groups and
independent samples Mann-Whitney U-test for post hoc ana-
lyses if the Kruskal Wallis test was significant. The independ-
ent samples Mann-Whitney U-test was also used to compare
order effects. Clinical variables of YBOCS on DBS prior to the
experiment and preoperative YBOCS were correlated with pri-
mary and secondary outcome measures (Bonferroni correction
P4 0.003 for 16 observations). The relationship between evi-
dence accumulation and probability or confidence was exam-
ined using linear and quadratic curve estimation model fits.
Probability was calculated using Bayesian analysis to estimate
on a trial-by-trial basis based on the accumulated evidence the
likelihood that the correct jar was actually the correct jar.

Table 1 Clinical and demographical characteristics of the OCD patients

Patient number/age

(years)/gender (F/M)

Age at

surgery

(years)

Duration of

disease before

surgery (years)

Age at

onset of

OCD (years)

Duration

of DBS

(months)

YBOCS

before

surgery

YBOCS

baseline at

time of study

Medications at

the time of

the study

1/46/M 39 18 21 71 37 25 Fluvoxamine 200 mg/day

Lorazepam 4 mg/day

2/49/F 42 25 17 64 30 28 Aripiprazole 30 mg/day

Olanzapine 5 mg/day

Escitalopram 20 mg/day

Clomipramine 75 mg/day

3/39/M 36 17 19 32 32 28 Paroxetine 60 mg/day

4/53/F 49 39 10 51 35 29 Fluoxetine 20 mg/day

Clomipramine 25 mg/day

5/37/M 34 13 21 22 32 27 Clomipramine 150 mg/day

Oxazepam 175 mg/day

Alimemazine 50 mg/day

6/41/F 38 11 27 35 36 6 None

7/43/F 40 15 25 32 36 23 Fluvoxamine 200 mg/day

Hydroxyzine 50 mg/day

Clomipramine 25 mg/day

8/41/F 37 5 32 44 32 2 Venlafaxine 37.5 mg/day

Clotiazepam 10 mg/day

9/30/M 27 10 17 25 38 24 Sertraline 50 mg/day

Aripiprazole 20 mg/day

Methylphenidate 60 mg/day

Pitolisant 20 mg/day

10/56/F 52 25 27 51 40 18 Zopiclone 7.5 mg/day

Aripiprazole 2.5 mg/day

Hydroxyzine 100 mg/day

11/33/F 33 21 12 5 30 11 Venlafaxine 150 mg/day

12/33/F 33 26 7 25 34 19 Fluoxetine 20 mg/day

Levothyroxine 125mg/day

M = male; F = female.
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Study 2

The resting state sequence and analysis was conducted with
ME-ICA, which has enhanced signal-to-noise ratio thus
enabling visualization of small subcortical structures (Kundu
et al., 2013). Resting state functional MRI data were collected
during rest for 10 min with eyes open with a Siemens 3 T Tim
Trio scanner with 32-channel head coil at the Wolfson Brain
Imaging Centre, University of Cambridge (repetition time,
2.47 s; flip angle, 78�; matrix size 64 � 64; in-plane resolution,
3.75 mm; field of view, 240 mm; 32 oblique slices, alternating
slice acquisition slice thickness 3.75 mm with 10% gap; iPAT
factor, 3; bandwidth = 1.698 Hz/pixel; echo time = 12, 28, 44
and 60 ms). Anatomical T1-weighted magnetization prepared
rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) (176 � 240 field of view;
1-mm in-plane resolution; inversion time, 1100 ms) data were
also acquired.

Multi-echo independent component analysis (ME-ICA v2.5
beta10; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov) was used to de-noise func-
tional data. Data were decomposed into independent compo-
nents using FastICA and independent components that
strongly scaled with echo time were retained as blood
oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) data (Kundu et al., 2013).
Echo time-independent components were assigned as non-
BOLD artefacts and were removed by projection, robustly

de-noising data for motion, physiological and scanner artefacts

based on physical principles. De-noised echo planar images

were co-registered with their anatomical MPRAGE data and

normalized to a standard Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) template. Spatial smoothing was performed with a

Gaussian kernel full-width half-maximum = 6 mm, except for

baseline mapping of STN connectivity, which was left
unsmoothed.

First, baseline functional connectivity between ventral stri-
atum and posterior putamen, as well as cortical regions,

with STN was examined to dissociate functionally distinct

STN regions. We used functionally-defined prefrontal cortical
regions for regions of interest which we had previously used to

define fronto-striatal circuitry (Morris et al., 2016b) and which

paralleled primate anterograde tract tracing studies demon-

strating known hyperdirect projections to STN (Haynes and
Haber, 2013) {e.g. dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [dlPFC;

Brodmann area (BA) 9 and 46]; dorsal cingulate (dACC; BA

24); pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA; Rrostral BA 6);
SMA (caudal BA 6) and M1 (BA4)}. Functional connectivity

was computed using a seed-driven approach using the CONN-

fMRI Functional Connectivity toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli and
Nieto-Castanon, 2012) for SPM. Functional data were tempor-

ally band-pass filtered (0.0085 f5 0.09 Hz) and significant

Figure 1 Beads Task and primary outcomes. (A) Beads Task: subjects viewed two jars with opposing ratios of red and blue beads (P = 0.80;

P = 0.20). Based on the sequential viewing of beads selected from a jar, participants were asked to make a decision from which jar the beads were

selected. The selected beads were shown at the top to control for working memory effects. (B) Evidence accumulated (number of beads prior to

decision) in healthy volunteers (HV), OCD subjects on and off DBS targeting the subthalamic nucleus. Error bars represent standard error of the

mean. *Related-samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, P5 0.05; **independent samples Kruskal Wallis test, P5 0.01 with post hoc differences

between healthy volunteers and OCD subjects off DBS (P5 0.005).
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principle components of white matter and CSF were removed.
Significance was assessed with small volume corrected (SVC)
for STN, family wise error (FWE) P5 0.05.

Secondly, to assess the relationship between anterior and
posterior STN with the behavioural measures, anterior STN
was dissociated based on ventral striatal and dlPFC connect-
ivity with whole STN. Both ventral striatum and dlPFC
showed connectivity with anterior STN (ventral striatum to
right STN; dlPFC to bilateral STN) had a posterior extent at
y = �14. As both regions of interest had considerable overlap,
we thus combined limbic and associative anterior STN and
divided this from motor posterior STN by dissecting the an-
terior STN at y = �14, dividing STN into anterior and poster-
ior subregions (Figs 3 and 4). Both anterior and posterior STN
seed-to-whole brain functional connectivity maps were com-
puted with primary outcome measures used as covariates. As
the K-value was not normally distributed, the K-values were
log10 transformed. Of the 154 healthy volunteers, 45 com-
pleted the Beads Task and 76 completed the Monetary
Choice Questionnaire. Whole brain cluster-extent threshold
FWE P5 0.05 was considered significant.

All procedures contributing to this work comply with the
ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional
committees on human experimentation and with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Results

Study 1

One OCD subject off DBS did not complete the Beads Task

and was not included. In the primary outcome measures,

STN DBS on versus off in OCD subjects was associated

with less evidence accumulated (fewer beads, greater impul-

sivity) (related-samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test,

P = 0.04) and greater impulsive choice (greater delay dis-

counting) (P = 0.03) (Fig. 1B). In secondary outcome meas-

ures, there were no differences on versus off DBS in

subjective confidence (P = 0.53) or probability at the time

of decision (P = 0.79). There were no differences in the

anxiety measure on versus off DBS (on: 45.40 � 10.27;

off: 45.30 � 12.07; P40.1).

In the comparison with healthy controls, there was an

overall group difference in evidence accumulated on the

Beads Task [healthy volunteers 5.49 (SD 2.66); OCD off

12.55 (SD 6.72); OCD on 10.69 (SD 7.16); independent-

samples Kruskal Wallis test, P = 0.007] (Fig. 1B). Post hoc

analyses showed that OCD subjects off DBS (independent

samples Mann-Whitney U-test; P = 0.002) but not on DBS

(P = 0.08) accumulated more evidence than healthy controls.

There were no differences in delay discounting [healthy vol-

unteers 0.014 (SD 0.016); OCD off 0.022 (SD 0.027); OCD

on 0.030 (SD 0.030); P = 0.232] (Fig. 1B) or in subjective

confidence [healthy volunteers 363.15 (SD 80.47); OCD off

355.8 (SD 98.11); OCD on 336.22 (SD 97.33); P = 0.531]

or probability [healthy volunteers 0.89 (SD 0.12); OCD off

0.85 (SD 0.16); OCD on 0.88 (SD 0.13); P = 0.898].

Severity of YBOCS prior to surgery, or an index of pre-

operative OCD severity, was negatively linearly correlated

with probability at the time of decision on DBS (Spearman

Rank = �0.79, P = 0.002) (Fig. 2A) but no other correlations

were observed. YBOCS prior to the experiment (on DBS)

was not linearly correlated with outcomes (P4 0.05).

To understand the relationship observed between pre-

operative YBOCS and probability, the relationship between

preoperative YBOCS and evidence accumulation was

plotted revealing a quadratic relationship (linear:

R2 = 0.05; P = 0.50; quadratic: R2 = 0.61, P = 0.014)

(Fig. 2B). Subjects with high preoperative OCD severity

either had low or high evidence accumulation thus account-

ing for the negative linear relationship with probability.

For illustration purposes, the relationship between actual

evidence and objective probability in the task was also

examined, which was shown to be quadratic (linear:

R2 = 0.05, P = 0.345; quadratic: R2 = 0.65, P5 0.0001)

Figure 2 Evidence accumulation and presurgical severity. (A) Preoperative OCD severity (YBOCS) in OCD subjects on DBS is

negatively linearly associated with objective probability at the time of decision. (B) This relationship with objective probability was related to

differing responding styles (low or high evidence accumulation, both associated with lower probability). (C) For illustration purposes, the

objective probability of the task (i.e. that the correct jar was correct based on the available evidence) is plotted for each trial averaged across the

three blocks. Model fits and P-values are reported in the text.
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(Fig. 2C). Probability was estimated on a trial-by-trial basis

based on the actual evidence to illustrate the likelihood that

the correct jar was actually the correct jar. Thus, objective

probability can shift across trials depending on the evidence.

In the task design, two blocks became increasingly more

uncertain with decreasing probability with increasing

number of trials (e.g. in one block, initially the majority of

trials were red beads in the first 10 blocks with increasing

blue beads in the next 10 blocks) hence resulting in a quad-

ratic relationship in which objective probability in the task

decreased at the extremes with either fewer or more trials.

There were no order effects (independent samples Mann-

Whitney U-test, P40.05) or relationship between the pri-

mary outcome measures.

Study 2

Baseline STN connectivity

Resting state functional MRI data were collected from 154

healthy volunteers (71 female; age = 31.3 � 12.842 years).

We replicate previous findings (Morris et al., 2016a) of

limbic and associative anterior and motor posterior sub-

regions of STN, based on ventral striatum and posterior

putamen functional connectivity, respectively (Figs 3

and 4). The peak values for the ventral striatum, dlPFC

and dorsal ACC connectivity to STN were more anterior

bilaterally (y = �11) whereas SMA and M1 were more pos-

terior bilaterally (y = �14 to �16) (the peak connectivity

within the right STN are plotted on a 3D axis for visual-

ization in Fig. 4). In particular, we show that ventral stri-

atum had right-sided unilateral connectivity with STN, with

a unilateral peak in ventromedial anterior right STN (right

STN: Z = 2.92, x y z = 8� 11� 7) with left STN not sig-

nificant at SVC FWE P50.05 (Fig. 3). Posterior putamen

had more widespread connectivity with STN with the peak

in right STN in posterior STN but in left STN in anterior

STN (right STN: Z = 4.25, x y z = 10�14� 4; left STN:

Z = 3.99, x y z = �10� 11� 7) (Figs 3–6). DLPFC was dis-

sociable on an anterior-posterior axis, with peaks bilaterally

in anterior STN (right STN: Z = 2.40, x y z = 8�11� 4;

left STN: Z = 2.16, x y z = � 8�11� 7) and the posterior

extent at y = �14. Dorsal ACC and SMA had the strongest

and most widespread functional connectivity with STN

Figure 3 Limbic-associative and motor connectivity dissociating anterior and posterior STN. Resting state functional connectivity

of ventral striatal (red) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; cyan) seeds to anterior STN and primary motor cortex (blue) seed to

posterior STN shown for axial (A), sagittal right (B) and coronal (C) STN slices. Bilateral ventral striatal seeds showed lateralized functional

connectivity to right STN. The ventral striatal and dlPFC activations are shown at FWE P5 0.05 and motor activations are shown at FWE

P5 0.001 with an STN mask on a standard MNI template. The different thresholds were used for illustration purposes as motor activity at lower

threshold otherwise activated the entire STN. A = anterior; P = posterior; V = ventral; D = dorsal.
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with peaks in anterior and posterior bilateral STN respect-

ively (dACC: right STN: Z = 4.92, x y z = 13� 11� 2; left

STN: Z = 5.39, x y z = � 13� 11�2; SMA: right STN:

Z = 5.32, x y z = 10� 14�4; left STN: Z = 4.28, x y

z = �13� 16� 4), followed by primary motor cortex

(M1) with peaks in posterior bilateral STN (right STN:

Z = 4.33, x y z = 13� 16�4; left STN: Z = 4.50, x y

z = �10� 16� 4) (Figs 3–6). The pre-SMA and right

IFC, both nodes within the ‘stopping’ network, had peaks

overlapping across both anterior and posterior STN (pre-

SMA: right STN: Z = 3.94, x y z = 13� 11�2; left STN:

Z = 2.17, x y z = � 10�16�9; right IFC: right STN:

Z = 2.89, x y z = 10�16� 9). Dorsomedial PFC and orbi-

tofrontal cortex showed no significant findings.

The cortical and striatal functional connectivity peaks to

STN in healthy controls are contrasted with actual effective

DBS contacts (coordinates for Contacts 1 and 2; the second

and third of Contacts 0 to 3) clinically used for symptom-

atic control in the OCD patients (Fig. 5).

Anterior–posterior STN and decisional impulsivity

The behavioural relevance of subregions of STN were exam-

ined. Of the 154 healthy volunteers who underwent

functional MRI, 45 completed the Beads Task out-

side the scanner (27 female, age = 24.267 � 5.663,

Beads = 8.063 � 4.824) and 76 completed the Monetary

Choice Questionnaire (43 female, age = 28.474 � 11.910,

K = 0.013 � 0.019, log10 K = 1.244 � 0.589). Number

of beads positively correlated with anterior STN connectivity

with right dlPFC (P = 0.015, K = 128, Z = 4.33, x y z = 20 21

52) and right anterolateral PFC (P5 0.001, K = 47,

Z = 4.62, x y z = 38 56�2), confirmed with small volume

corrected FWE (P5 0.05 for dlPFC: P = 0.012, Z = 4.33)

(Fig. 7). Number of beads negatively correlated with poster-

ior STN connectivity with temporal cortex (P = 0.016,

K = 124, Z = 3.90, x y z = 57�55 10). Log10 K-value posi-

tively correlated with posterior STN and SMA connectivity

(P = 0.003, Z = 4.34, x y z = 3 3 75) with no correlations

with anterior STN connectivity.

Figure 4 Activity and peak coordinates in the STN of resting state functional connectivity from limbic-associative and motor

regions of interest in healthy controls. Top: Ventral striatal (red) and posterior putamen (blue) seed regions of interest were used to

compute resting state functional connectivity within STN (small volume corrected for STN FWE P5 0.05). The ventral striatal activations are

shown at FWE P5 0.05 and putaminal activation at FWE P5 0.001 with an STN mask on a standard MNI template. The different thresholds were

used for illustration purposes as putaminal activity at lower threshold otherwise activated the entire STN. Bottom: The left figures show the seed

regions of interest. The 3D plot shows the peak voxels for seed regions of interest correlating with STN. Ventral striatum (VS) had a peak in right

anterior STN (y = �11); dlPFC and dACC had peaks bilaterally in anterior STN (y = �11); and SMA and primary motor cortex had peaks

bilaterally in posterior STN (y = �14 to �16). The anterior-posterior (A-P) division used to divide anterior associative-limbic and posterior

motor STN to examine behavioural correlates were based on the posterior border of dlPFC and ventral striatum at y = �14. Note that the plots

for pre-SMA and dACC and for putamen and SMA overlap but for illustration purposes are shown separated by x = 0.5 mm.
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Discussion
We show that stimulation of the anterior associative-

limbic STN in OCD subjects increases decisional impulsiv-

ity. STN DBS decreases evidence accumulation (hence

increasing impulsivity) in a probabilistic inference task

relative to off DBS with greater evidence accumulation

in OCD subjects off DBS relative to healthy controls.

Notably STN DBS improves reflection impulsivity in

OCD subjects closer towards healthy controls, thus

emphasizing its adaptive nature. The checking behaviours

usually associated with OCD, although intended to reduce

uncertainty, instead increases uncertainty and doubt and

impairs memory confidence (van den Hout and Kindt,

2003a, b; Coles et al., 2006; Radomsky et al., 2006;

Boschen and Vuksanovic, 2007; Hermans et al., 2008).

However, under STN stimulation, OCD subjects might

be less likely to check for evidence (e.g. be less likely to

act on the obsessive fear that the stove was left on with

repeated checking) with no difference in confidence (e.g.

doubt or subjective uncertainty) or probability (e.g. object-

ive uncertainty) at the time of decision. STN DBS targeting

the anterior STN also increases impulsive choice

(enhancing delay discounting) relative to off DBS.

Although this measure did not differ from healthy con-

trols, the direction of effect was to increase delay dis-

counting further away from healthy controls, further

emphasizing a dissociation between the two tasks. In a

separate study in healthy controls, lower evidence accu-

mulation (greater impulsivity) was associated with lower

resting state functional connectivity between the anterior

STN and dlPFC in healthy controls emphasizing differen-

tial functioning of anterior associative-limbic and poster-

ior motor STN.

We further replicate in humans tracing studies per-

formed in the non-human primate of prefrontal hyperdir-

ect connectivity with subregions of the STN (Haynes and

Haber, 2013). In particular, we show using resting state

functional connectivity in a relatively large sample of

healthy humans that limbic ventral striatum, prefrontal

associative [dlPFC (BA 9, 46) and dACC (BA 24)]

showed greater connectivity with bilateral anterior STN

whereas SMA (caudal BA 6) and M1 had greater connect-

ivity with bilateral posterior STN. In contrast, the nodes

of the ‘stopping’ network were more difficult to localize

with pre-SMA (rostro-medial BA 6) peaks across both

Figure 5 Peak coordinates in the STN of resting state functional connectivity from limbic-associative and motor regions of

interest in healthy controls. The relationship to optimal DBS contacts from patients with obsessive compulsive disorder in Study 1 are also

shown. Resting state functional connectivity for striatal and cortical seed regions of interest and peak connectivity within STN for healthy controls

are plotted as per Fig. 4. The top left graph shows these peaks in relation to the averaged coordinates for Contact 1 (C1) and Contact 2 (C2)

(actual coordinates in x y z in mm averaged for C1 and C2 across the OCD patients from Study 1; the second and third from the four contacts C0

to C3), contacts from which optimal stimulation targeting obsessive compulsive symptoms was achieved. The bottom right graph shows C1 (small

light grey circle) and C2 (small dark grey circle) plotted for each patient.
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anterior and posterior STN, consistent with rostral BA 6

projections in the non-human primate occurring more

caudally than prefrontal projections but overlapping

with dlPFC (BA46) projections (projections from the

right IFC were not shown in the primate study). We fur-

ther showed unilateral functional connectivity of bilateral

ventral striatum to right anterior ventromedial STN. This

finding is highly consistent with findings of emotive audi-

tory stimulation evoked activity localized specifically to

the right ventral non-oscillatory portion of the right

STN and not to the left STN or dorsal regions (Eitan

et al., 2013). In general, peak connectivity of the right

STN appeared to have greater anterior-posterior specificity

corresponding to function with limbic and associative

peaks in anterior and motor peaks in posterior STN.

Such specificity was less clear for the left STN (e.g. for

putamen and pre-SMA). We further highlight the anterior

and ventral position of the actual effective contacts

(Contacts 1 and 2) for clinical symptomatic improvement

in the OCD patients. Together these findings highlight dis-

sociable functioning of anterior limbic-associative and

posterior motor STN and support lateralization of limbic

functioning of the right STN (Eitan et al., 2013).

Neural mechanisms

This study focuses on evidence accumulation during prob-

abilistic inference. STN DBS is commonly associated with

hastened responding with a greater number of errors

during response conflict in which a prepotent bias must

be inhibited and an alternate competing response selected

(Jahanshahi et al., 2000; Schroeder et al., 2002; Frank

et al., 2007; Green et al., 2013). Greater conflict increases

the decision threshold for evidence accumulation associated

with increased medial prefrontal theta activity correlating

with conflict-induced slowing (Cavanagh et al., 2011)

coupled with an increase in cortico-STN coherence

(Zavala et al., 2014). Similarly, STN single unit activity

also increases as a function of conflict (Zaghloul et al.,

2012). In contrast, STN DBS decreases medial prefrontal

theta activity and reverses the relationship between theta

activity and conflict-induced slowing (Cavanagh et al.,

2011) and also impairs conflict-related performance on

the Stroop interference task in the medial prefrontal

cortex (dorsal cingulate) and ventral striatum (Schroeder

et al., 2002). Thus evidence accumulation in the context

of conflict implicates mesial prefrontal and STN

Figure 6 Overlay of limbic-associative and motor cortical connectivity to STN. Limbic-associative and motor cortical seeds to STN

resting state functional connectivity are overlaid and shown as serial coronal (left and bottom) and axial STN images (top and right). The dlPFC and

inferior frontal cortex (IFC) were shown at FWE P5 0.05 and dACC, pre-SMA and SMA shown at FWE P5 0.001 using an STN mask on a

standard MNI template. The different thresholds were used for illustration purposes as dACC, pre-SMA and SMA activity at lower threshold

otherwise activated the entire STN.
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connectivity. In tasks such as the Random Dot Motion

Task or probabilistic choice task with continuous outcomes

(e.g. reaction time), evidence accumulation can be modelled

using drift diffusion models. Decision thresholds, and hence

the amount of evidence accumulated modelled in this

manner have been shown to decrease with DBS targeting

the motor STN in Parkinson’s disease patients (Frank et al.,

2007). In contrast, evidence accumulation obtained in a

discrete explicit manner such as the Beads Task cannot

be modelled using drift diffusion modelling. Our findings

extend these reports of decreased evidence accumulation in

the context of conflict to show that STN DBS of the limbic-

associative STN decreases evidence accumulation during

probabilistic inference.

Our results suggest specificity of the anterior limbic-asso-

ciative STN in evidence accumulation during probabilistic

inference and in delay discounting. In patients with

Parkinson’s disease who have undergone STN DBS target-

ing the motor STN, no differences were observed in evi-

dence accumulation with the Beads Task from Parkinson’s

disease controls (Djamshidian et al., 2013b). STN DBS im-

proves delay discounting in rodents (Winstanley et al.,

2005; Uslaner and Robinson, 2006) with no clear effect

in patients with Parkinson’s disease who have undergone

DBS targeting the motor STN (Evens et al., 2015). Our

findings in OCD subjects with DBS targeting the limbic-

associative STN and in functional connectivity in healthy

controls of limbic-associative but not motor STN seeds

highlights a dissociation in function between the limbic-as-

sociative and motor STN on decisional impulsivity.

Reflection impulsivity as tested in this probabilistic infer-

ence task includes several elements such as evidence accu-

mulation, integration and decision in the context of

probabilistic uncertainty (Stern et al., 2010; Furl and

Averbeck, 2011). In healthy controls, we show that the

limbic-associative and not the motor STN had increased

resting state functional connectivity with right dlPFC as a

function of greater evidence accumulation. We have previ-

ously shown that less evidence accumulation (higher impul-

sivity) in the Beads Task is associated with lower volumes

in the dlPFC, lateral parietal cortex and insular cortices

(Banca et al., 2015). The dlPFC is relevant during both

evidence-seeking and the decision phase in a functional

MRI study of the Beads Task (Furl and Averbeck, 2011).

In another functional MRI study focusing on evidence ac-

cumulation using differing proportions of coloured cards,

greater uncertainty during decision execution was asso-

ciated with greater activity in lateral frontal and parietal

activity (Stern et al., 2010). Similarly, in a study involving a

series of rapidly shifting shapes in which subjects must

Figure 7 Anterior and posterior STN and decisional impulsivity. Top: The anterior (yellow) and posterior (pink) STN seeds are shown.

Bottom: Anterior STN seed-to-whole brain functional connectivity maps were correlated with the primary outcome measure from the Beads Task,

the number of beads drawn prior to a decision. The scatter plot shows the parameter estimates (PE) for the correlation in the STN with beads

chosen in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). Displayed at P5 0 .005 whole brain uncorrected for illustration on standard MNI

template.
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decide the likely shape, decision in the context of uncer-

tainty was associated with greater dlPFC and posterior par-

ietal activity (Huettel et al., 2005). Although the dlPFC has

also been implicated in working memory our version of the

Beads Task controlled for working memory. Thus, our

findings suggest that active evidence accumulation under

probabilistic uncertainty implicates the right dlPFC and an-

terior STN whereas evidence accumulation under conflict

implicates mesial PFC and STN.

That delayed discounting was increased with STN DBS

contrasts with rodent STN lesion studies showing a de-

crease in delay discounting (Winstanley et al., 2005;

Uslaner and Robinson, 2006) and in STN DBS in patients

with Parkinson’s disease targeting the motor STN showing

no differences in delay discounting (Evens et al., 2015;

Seinstra et al., 2016). That we observe the opposite effect

may be related to specific targeting of limbic-associative

STN or a patient group-specific effect in OCD subjects.

This increase may also be associated with several under-

lying mechanisms including either greater sensitivity to

the incentive of the immediate reward, greater temporal

devaluation of the delayed reward, or greater intolerance

of either the delay or the uncertainty associated with the

delayed reward. There was no reward incentive or feedback

associated with the Beads Task and no differences in prob-

ability (objective uncertainty) or confidence (subjective un-

certainty) as a function of DBS.

Although there was no behavioural correlation between

reflection impulsivity and delay discounting, there are

several plausible explanations that might link both

forms of impulsivity. STN DBS targeting the anterior

STN might increase non-specific delay intolerance hence

resulting in impulsive choices. STN DBS has also been

shown to encode the cost-benefit ratio in the context of

action value and effort (Zenon et al., 2016). Both the

accumulation of more evidence, which requires greater

cognitive effort and time (without a reward incentive),

and the prospect of a delayed outcome in choice may

similarly be calculated as a cost. Alternatively, the role

of contextual uncertainty may be relevant with STN DBS

influencing the capacity to integrate and map future ac-

tions onto rewards in the context of uncertainty

(Averbeck et al., 2013). This might explain the shift to-

wards more impulsive choices relative to larger delayed

but potentially more uncertain choices, and more rapid

decisions in the face of probabilistic uncertainty and be

consistent with premature responding in the context of

uncertainty.

Evidence accumulation and symptom
severity

We show that OCD subjects off DBS have elevated evi-

dence accumulation relative to healthy controls. STN DBS

was also associated with a negative correlation between the

severity of preoperative OCD symptoms and lower

objective probability at the time of decision. This relation-

ship was explained by subjects with more severe preopera-

tive OCD symptoms making decisions on DBS with either

low evidence accumulation (high impulsivity) or high evi-

dence accumulation (low impulsivity), both of which are

associated with lower objective probabilities. These findings

have several implications. That the preoperative severity of

OCD rather than the current OCD severity influences cog-

nitive function on DBS suggests a role for underlying trait

effects. Thus, those with a severe history of OCD may have

different underlying cognitive strategies that might explain

this dichotomy with either enhanced tendency to jump to

conclusions with limited evidence or to be overly cautious

in checking for evidence.

The literature in OCD subjects in the general population

is mixed. The Beads Task was originally designed to assess

decision-making in OCD with the number of beads or

evidence accumulated has been shown to be higher in

OCD (Fear and Healey, 1997; Pelissier and O’Connor,

2002), although these findings are not always consistent

(Volans, 1976) or only significant after controlling for

neuroticism (Jacobsen et al., 2012). Our findings of di-

chotomous cognitive styles may explain inconsistencies

in the literature. OCD subjects who undergo DBS may

also represent a different subgroup from those in the gen-

eral population either as a function of severity or the will-

ingness to undergo a major neurosurgical procedure.

Implications for Parkinson’s disease

These findings have clinical implications for STN DBS in

Parkinson’s disease (Castrioto et al., 2014). STN DBS and

the capacity to decrease dopaminergic medications can be

effective in the management of dopaminergic medication-

related impulse control disorders (ICDs). Although not all

retrospective studies demonstrate an improvement (Moum

et al., 2012), improvement of impulse control disorders has

been shown in the long term in prospective studies

(Lhommee et al., 2012; Amami et al., 2015). However, in

the postoperative period, rare new onset ICDs (e.g. gam-

bling disorder) can occur or specific behaviours may be

more likely to occur or not improve (e.g. binge eating)

(Zahodne et al., 2011). The right ventral STN has been

shown to be associated with encoding of emotional stimuli

in Parkinson’s disease (Eitan et al., 2013). Furthermore,

patients with Parkinson’s disease with preoperative ICDs

show enhanced low frequency oscillatory activity in ventral

limbic STN whereas those with preoperative levodopa-

induced dyskinesias show enhanced activity in dorsal

motor STN with differential coherence with associative

and motor prefrontal regions, respectively (Rodriguez-

Oroz et al., 2011). One possible mechanism underlying

these postoperative behaviours may be related to an inter-

action between underlying individual vulnerability and

STN DBS localization influencing limbic and associative

rather than motor territories.
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Limitations

Although the sample size was small, we note that the lar-

gest published randomized controlled trial study of STN

DBS in OCD involved 16 patients (Mallet et al., 2008).

Furthermore, using a within-subject design to assess DBS

effects reduces variability and allows for studies with smal-

ler sample sizes. Although we only tested healthy volunteers

once and OCD patients twice, this might be a minor issue,

as there was no order effect.

Conclusion
We highlight the role of the anterior limbic-associative STN

in decisional impulsivity. Differential engagement of limbic-

associative versus motor STN in decisional impulsivity is of

direct relevance to target localization in psychiatric and

neurological disorders.
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